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Abstract Past efforts to predict scintillations on VHF and L‐band radio signals recorded at equatorial and
low‐latitude stations have been mostly based on a theoretical linear growth rate of Rayleigh‐Taylor
instability on the bottomside of the post‐sunset equatorial F layer, which is responsible for the generation of
an equatorial plasma bubble (EPB). However, it is the maximum height that an EPB reaches above the dip
equator and development of intermediate scale irregularities within the EPB, in its nonlinear phase of
evolution that determines the latitudinal distribution of scintillations. Amplitude scintillations recorded by a
network of VHF and L‐band receivers on a quiet day, 13 March 2015 and on 20 March 2015, a few days
after the 17 March 2015 magnetic storm, show that latitudinal extent of scintillations caused by EPB
irregularities is lesser on 20 March than on 13 March. Geomagnetic and ionosonde data from an equatorial
station, and vertical total electron content distributions obtained from Global Navigation Satellite Systems
observations, indicate that the equatorial ionospheric conditions are approximately same on these 2 days.
Simulation of thermospheric conditions for these 2 days is carried out using the Coupled Thermosphere,
Ionosphere, Plasmasphere, and Electrodynamics model. It is found that thermospheric atomic oxygen
density is enhanced in the aftermath of the major magnetic storm of 17 March 2015, resulting in enhanced
ion‐neutral collision frequencies over the dip equator on 20 March. This limits the height to which an EPB
rises over the dip equator on this day, and thus impacts the latitudinal distribution of scintillations.

1. Introduction

There have been numerous studies in the last two decades, based on satellite and ground‐based observations
using a variety of instruments, on the effects of geomagnetic activity on the occurrence of the equatorial
plasma bubble (EPB) in the nighttime equatorial and low‐latitude ionosphere (Abdu, 2012; Abdu et al.,
2003; Basu et al., 2007, 2010; Bhattacharyya et al., 2002; Chakrabarty et al., 2006; Kakad et al., 2007; Li
et al., 2010; Martinis et al., 2005; Tulasi Ram et al., 2008). The EPB phenomenon, which arises due to the
growth of the Rayleigh‐Taylor (R‐T) instability on the bottomside of the nighttime equatorial F layer, owes
its importance to the fact that in the nonlinear stage of development of the R‐T instability, the plasma
depleted EPB not only rises to the otherwise linearly stable topside of the equatorial ionosphere, but also
smaller scale structures develop in the EPBs, which are capable of scattering incident radio waves of VHF
and higher frequencies. This has ramifications for radio signals routinely used for communication and navi-
gation and may lead to significant degradation of the operation of satellite‐based navigation systems such as
the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). The R‐T instability involves the interchange of magnetic
flux tubes and therefore it grows only when the conjugate E‐region conductivities at the feet of the geomag-
netic field lines connecting them to the equatorial F region are low enough to allow the interchange
(Bhattacharyya, 2004). Otherwise, the perturbation electric fields associated with the R‐T instability, which
map down to these conjugate E‐regions, are shorted out by currents that flow through the conducting E‐
regions, and the R‐T instability cannot grow. Thus, the EPB is basically a nighttime phenomenon. The struc-
tures that develop within the EPB on the topside equatorial ionosphere map down along the geomagnetic
field lines to off‐equatorial latitudes, where they may cause considerable fluctuations or scintillations in
the amplitude and phase of incident radio waves. In fact it is well known that scintillations on L‐band signals
recorded near the crest of the equatorial ionization anomaly region are stronger than on those recorded near
the dip equator (Bhattacharyya et al., 2003, 2017; Groves et al., 1997; Mullen et al., 1985; Sripathi et al., 2008).
Hence, there are two important aspects of the development of EPBs which impact the latitudinal distribution
of the strength of scintillations on VHF and higher frequency trans‐ionospheric radio signals: (a) maximum
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height to which an EPB rises over the dip equator; (b) development of intermediate scale (~100m to few kilo-
meters) irregularities within an EPB. Both of these factors arise during the nonlinear phase of growth of the
R‐T instability.

Some of the references listed in the beginning of the previous paragraph are concerned with identifying the
longitude interval where low‐latitude ionospheric irregularities occur during the main phase of magnetic
storms. The authors explain such occurrence of irregularities on the basis of the prompt penetration of an
eastward electric field into the post‐sunset equatorial ionosphere. This causes an additional height rise of
the equatorial F layer over that expected due to the quiet time pre‐reversal enhancement (PRE) of the
post‐sunset equatorial eastward electric field. In order to accomplish this, Basu et al. (2007, 2010) have used
the rate of decrease of Dst index or the SYM‐H index to identify longitude regions where the dusk sector
coincides with rapid decrease in these indices for storms that are fairly large as indicated by the minimum
values reached by these indices. Martinis et al. (2005) have investigated the possibilities of onset as well as
suppression of the growth of the R‐T instability during magnetically disturbed periods by using the Fejer‐
Scherliess empirical model (Fejer, 2002; Fejer & Scherliess, 1997) for disturbance vertical drifts in the equa-
torial ionosphere as a function of storm time and local time, based on storm time variation of AE index.
Thus, the effects of disturbance dynamo electric fields (DDEFs) were also considered by Martinis et al.
(2005), who showed that in some cases, presence of westward DDEFs in the dusk sector lead to the suppres-
sion of the growth of the R‐T instability and hence the development of equatorial spread F (ESF) as seen in
ionosonde data. On the other hand, occurrence of equatorial ionospheric irregularities during magnetically
disturbed post‐midnight periods have often been attributed to the presence of eastward DDEF (Li et al.,
2010; Martinis et al., 2005). However, before attributing these post‐midnight irregularities to eastward
DDEF or eastward promptly penetrated electric fields (PPEFs), it has to be ensured that these irregularities
are freshly generated over that location and are not fossil irregularities, which were generated earlier at
another longitude and then drifted to the location being studied along with the ambient plasma. A method
was developed by Bhattacharyya et al. (2002), based on spaced receiver scintillation data, to distinguish
between nascent and fossil irregularities observed after 22 hr local time (LT), and this technique was used
by Kakad et al. (2007) to identify nascent irregularities which were generated after 22 LT due to the presence
of eastward DDEF or PPEF during magnetically disturbed periods.

In all the aforementioned studies, the emphasis on the presence of an eastward electric field is because of the
key role played by the height of the bottomside equatorial F layer in the occurrence of EPBs as indicated by a
linear theory of the R‐T instability (Fejer et al., 1999; Sultan, 1996). In amore recent study (Carter, Yizengaw,
et al., 2014), the flux tube‐integrated linear growth rate of the R‐T instability has been estimated by using the
National Center for Atmospheric Research Thermosphere‐Ionosphere‐Electrodynamics General Circulation
Model (TIEGCM) driven by the solar F10.7 index and the Kp index, in order to explain the day‐to‐day varia-
bility in the occurrence of EPBs due to changing ambient conditions. In another study, these authors (Carter,
Retterer, Yizengaw, Groves, et al., 2014) used Kp values based on solar wind data to drive TIEGCM, in an
effort to forecast the occurrence of L‐band scintillations at some low‐latitude stations in the African and
Asian longitude sectors. However, these studies based on the linear growth rate of the R‐T instability cannot
account for the occurrence or nonoccurrence of scintillations at off‐equatorial locations that require the EPB
to rise to a specific height over the dip equator and develop intermediate scale size irregularities, which hap-
pen only in the nonlinear phase of growth of the R‐T instability. It is therefore necessary to study the role that
ambient conditions play in these aspects of the development of an EPB. In this paper, VHF and L‐band scin-
tillations recorded by a network of equatorial and low‐latitude stations in the Indian longitude zone are used
together with ionosonde and geomagnetic data to study the variations in the nonlinear evolution of EPBs in
the days immediately following a major magnetic storm. Comparison of the ambient plasma conditions with
that prevailing on a geomagnetically quiet day before the storm indicates a role played by the ambient ther-
mosphere in the nonlinear evolution of EPBs, which needs to be taken into account to explain the day‐to‐day
variability of the latitudinal distribution of L‐band scintillations on the days that EPBs occur.

2. Ionosonde and Geomagnetic Observations at Equatorial Station

Global ionospheric effects of the geomagnetic storm on 17March 2015 have emerged as the most extensively
studiedmagnetic storm effects in recent years (Carter et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2017; Kakad
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et al., 2016; Kil et al., 2016; Kuai et al., 2016; Nava et al., 2016; Nayak et al., 2016; Ramsingh et al., 2015; Ray
et al., 2017; Tulasi Ram et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016). As has been recorded in several of the above
references, and shown here in Figure 1a, on 17 March 2015, following a sudden storm commencement
triggered at about 04:45 UT, the SYM‐H index started decreasing when the z‐component of the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) turned southward at ~6 UT, indicating the onset of the magnetic
storm. Intensification of the ring current caused SYM‐H to decrease to a value of about −100 nT, before
starting a brief recovery when the IMF Bz turned northward around 09:30 UT. At about 12:30 UT, IMF Bz
again turned southward, and remained mostly southward for nearly 11 hr causing the ring current to
strengthen and SYM‐H to reach a minimum value of −232 nT at 23:04 UT, after which the recovery
phase of the storm started (Nayak et al., 2016; Tulasi Ram et al., 2016). As the goal of the present paper is
to study the evolution of EPBs well into the recovery phase of a major geomagnetic storm, condition of
the equatorial ionosphere in the Indian longitude zone is monitored through the period 16–20 March
2015. During daytime, strength of the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) is estimated from the difference ΔH in
the horizontal components of the geomagnetic field variations from the night time values, recorded at an
equatorial station and an off‐equatorial station. EEJ strength provides information about the zonal electric
field present in the equatorial E region during magnetically quiet as well as disturbed times (Anderson
et al., 2002; Anghel et al., 2007; Rastogi & Klobuchar, 1990). In this study, geomagnetic data from the
equatorial station Tirunelveli (8.7°N, 77.8°E, geomagnetic latitude 0.2°N) and off‐equatorial station Alibag
(18.6°N, 72.9°E, geomagnetic latitude 10°N) have been used for computation of EEJ strength. Figure 1b
shows how the EEJ in the Indian longitude region has varied through the period 16–20 March 2015.
Indian Standard Time (IST) is equal to UT + 5.5 hr. The 16 March 2015 was a magnetically quiet day. On
17 March, there is a short‐lived increase in EEJ strength at 6 UT, the time of onset of the geomagnetic
storm, which may be due to the prompt penetration of an eastward electric field into the daytime
equatorial ionosphere due to the southward turning of IMF Bz. At the time of northward turning of
IMFBz around 09:30 UT, an overshielding westward electric field promptly penetrated into the equatorial
ionosphere in the Indian sector, to produce a significant counter‐electrojet. At this time an eastward PPEF
was reported in the American sector where the local time was pre‐sunrise (Nayak et al., 2016). EEJ does
not provide any information about the equatorial zonal electric field in the post‐sunset hours when the E‐
region conductivity is very low. However, it shows the presence of a strong DDEF, which is westward
during the daytime hours of 18 March, when IMF Bz is northward, and no PPEF is present. Generally,
DDEF is weaker in the daytime than at nighttime (Fejer, 2002; Fejer & Scherliess, 1997; Scherliess &
Fejer, 1997). On 19 March, any DDEF that may be present during daytime is sufficiently weak so that the
EEJ has recovered its quiet time pattern of daily variation, which also seems to be the case on 20 March
2015. This weakening of DDEF is also seen in the results for the Asian sector presented by Nava et al.
(2016) for the days following the 17 March 2015 storm.

The equatorial station, Tirunelveli (TIR) is equipped with a Canadian Advanced Digital Ionosonde (CADI),
which has provided ionograms for estimating F region virtual height h'F. In Figure 2, h'F between 1800 IST

Figure 1. (a) Temporal variation of SYM‐H during 16–20March 2015. (b) Temporal variation of the strength of the EEJ in
the Indian longitude region during 16–20 March 2015. EEJ = equatorial electrojet.
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and 0600 IST on the next day is shown for 17–20 March 2015. As has been mentioned in several papers
(Kakad et al., 2016; Ramsingh et al., 2015; Tulasi Ram et al., 2016), on 17 March, the second southward
turning of the IMF Bz at around 12:30 UT caused a large eastward electric field of magnetospheric origin
to penetrate into the equatorial ionosphere in the Indian longitude region at a time when disturbance
dynamo effects arising from earlier geomagnetic activity may also have been present. This occurred
around the time of the normal PRE of the eastward electric field in the equatorial F region. The net result
of this was to increase h'F to ~550 km over the equatorial station TIR (Kakad et al., 2016; Ramsingh et al.,
2015). On 18 March, presence of a westward DDEF during the post‐sunset hours reduces the quiet time
eastward electric field generally present at this time. Hence, h'F derived from the CADI at Tirunelveli
remains below 300 km. As stated in the previous paragraph, on 19 March, disturbance dynamo effects
during daytime are so weak that their signature cannot be discerned in the EEJ. However, post‐sunset, on
this day the DDEF is stronger and westward in direction such that the normal PRE of the quiet time
eastward electric field is suppressed and as on 18 March, h'F derived from the CADI at Tirunelveli
remains below 300 km.

In an earlier paper (Bhattacharyya et al., 2017), in order to identify ambient ionospheric conditions which
influence the latitudinal distribution of L‐band scintillations, h'F on 17 March was compared with that on
13 March 2015, which was a quiet day (ΣKp = 11‐, Ap = 6). In the present paper, ionospheric conditions
on 13 March are compared with those on 20 March 2015, when DDEF and PPEF related to the 17 March
storm seem to be absent in the equatorial ionosphere. In Figure 3a, AE index for 12 and 13 March 2015
are plotted for comparison with the AE index on 19 and 20 March 2015. Figure 3b displays the EEJ var-
iations on 13 and 20 March. Finally, Figure 3c shows that the post‐sunset increase of h'F, an important
factor in the occurrence of an EPB, is nearly identical for these 2 days. Thus, larger values of AE index
prior to the post‐sunset hours of 20 March did not cause h'F on this day to be significantly different from
that on 13 March, which was preceded by almost 24 hr of very low auroral activity. The peak h'F due to
PRE of the eastward electric field on 20 March is lower than that on 13 March by about 10 km. As can be
seen from Figure 3b, the EEJ was much stronger on 20 March as compared to 13 March, which could be
due to promptly penetrated eastward electric field related to substorm activity and possibly enhanced con-
ductivity due to higher electron density and an increase in ion‐neutral collisions. Presence of a significant
westward DDEF around the time of the PRE on 20 March due to large variations in AE index would have
suppressed the normal PRE of the quiet time eastward electric field as on 19 March. However, it is pos-
sible that E‐region conductivity gradients were affected by an increase in ion‐neutral collisions on 20
March. This could lead to the peak h'F on 20 March to be lower than that on 13 March by about
10 km. The EUV solar flux levels for these 2 days are nearly the same as indicted by the F10.7 values
on these 2 days, which were 117.9 and 111.8 for 13 and 20 March, respectively. These observations are
used to characterize the ambient ionospheric conditions prevailing on these 2 days, as the objective of this
paper is to compare the evolution of EPBs on these 2 days using scintillation measurements, which are
described in the next section.

Figure 2. Virtual height h'F obtained from the digital ionosonde at dip equatorial station Tirunelveli during the post‐sun-
set hours of 17–20 March 2015. Horizontal lines at the bottom of the figure show the duration of spread F as seen from
ionograms of the respective days. IST = Indian Standard Time; ESF = equatorial spread F.
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3. Latitudinal Distribution of VHF and L‐Band Scintillations

Scintillation data recorded by a network of VHF and L‐band receivers are used to study the latitudinal dis-
tribution of VHF and L‐band scintillations on 13 and 20 March 2015. Locations of these receivers are shown
in Figure 4. Amplitude of a 251 MHz radio signal transmitted from geostationary satellite UFO10 located at
72.4°E is recorded by the four VHF receivers at time intervals of 0.05 s. Table 1 lists the geographic and geo-
magnetic coordinates of the ionospheric penetration points (IPPs) at an altitude of 300 km for the 251 MHz
signal recorded at these four stations. The signal paths to the four VHF stations have the following zenith
and azimuth (measured eastward from North) angles: TIR = 12° and 212°; KOP = 19.9° and 190.2°;
MUM = 22.4° and 181.4°; and ALD = 31.7° and 202.8°. Figure 1b of Bhattacharyya et al. (2017) gives an

Figure 3. (a) Temporal variation of AE index on 12–13 March 2015 compared with that on 19–20 March 2015.
(b) Variation of equatorial electrojet in the Indian longitude region on 13 and 20 March 2015. (c) Variation of h'F obtained
at dip equatorial station Tirunelveli during the post‐sunset hours of 13 and 20March 2015. Horizontal lines at the bottom of
the figure show the duration of spread F as seen from ionograms of the respective days. IST = Indian Standard Time.
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estimate of the altitude at the geomagnetic equator where irregularities must appear in the nonlinear phase
of development of an EPB, in order to map down to the locations of IPPs at 300 km for off‐equatorial stations.
Scintillation data on an L1 signal (1.575 GHz) are obtained from nine stations. Of these, apart from Nagpur
(NGP), remaining eight stations are part of the Indian SBAS (satellite‐based augmentation system) network
GAGAN (GPS Aided Geo Augmented Navigation). The S4‐index, which is the standard deviation of
normalized intensity of the signal, generally used as a measure of the strength of amplitude scintillations,
is computed for 3‐min intervals from the VHF scintillation data. For L‐band scintillations, signal intensity
data for the L1 signal sampled at 50 Hz has been used to compute the S4‐index for 1‐min intervals.

Latitudinal distribution of VHF scintillations on 13 and 20 March are compared in Figure 5. Figures 5a and
5b show that on 20 March, VHF scintillations were not recorded at ALD as the signal did not encounter any
scintillation‐producing irregularities whereas on 13 March such irregularities were encountered near the F
layer peak, giving rise to scintillations with S4 of about 0.5 for nearly 30 min. The IPP for the VHF signal
recorded at ALD is located at a geomagnetic latitude of 14.88°N. For the other three VHF stations, with
IPPs extending up to about 10°N, scintillation strengths recorded on these 2 days are not significantly differ-
ent although the duration of recorded VHF scintillations is shorter on 13 March as compared to 20 March.
Absence of scintillations in ALD records on 20 March indicates that on this day, the maximum altitude
where irregularities appeared at the dip equator was lower than that on 13 March. This is also the case with
scintillations recorded on these 2 days on the L1 signal transmitted from geostationary satellite GSAT‐10
(PRN 128) located at 83°E and recorded by the network of L‐band receivers.

In Figure 6, S4‐indices computed from the GSAT‐10 L1 signal recorded at different latitudes, for those inter-
vals when the signal path elevation angle is not less than 55°, are plotted. It is evident from this figure that
the latitudinal extent of L‐band scintillations is smaller on 20 March than on 13 March. This supports the
conclusion that the maximum height reached by EPBs at the dip equator on 20 March is lower than that
on 13 March. In Figure 7, temporal changes in the spatial distribution of scintillations recorded on the L1
signal transmitted from all the other visible GNSS satellites, not in geostationary orbits, are shown for 13

and 20 March 2015. The data used in the plots are restricted to intervals
when the signal path elevation angle is not less than 55°. Such plots are
useful in understanding the evolution and dynamics of the EPBs. For
improved clarity, average values of L1 S4 computed for 5‐min intervals
have been plotted along the IPP tracks at 300 km altitude for each visible
satellite whenever the signal path elevation angle ≥55°, with the size and
color of the plotted circles representing different ranges of S4. Comparison
of Figures 7a and 7b shows that over the Indian longitude region, iono-
spheric irregularities that produce L‐band scintillations appeared with a
significant delay on 20 March as compared to 13 March, when moderate
to strong L‐band scintillations were recorded at geomagnetic latitudes
between 10° and 15° during the interval 19–20 IST. As the EPBs rise and
drift eastward along with associated irregularities, L‐band scintillations
intensify during 20–21 IST on both nights. Also, very weak or no L‐band

Figure 4. Locations of the stations with VHF and L‐band receivers. Geomagnetic latitudes are displayed as mauve lines
and the corresponding geomagnetic latitudes at 90°E longitude are marked on the right‐hand side axis.

Table 1
Geographic and Geomagnetic Coordinates of the IPPs at an Altitude of
300 km for the 251 MHz Signal Paths From UFO10 to the VHF
Receiver Locations

Station

IPP
geographic
latitude

IPP
geographic
longitude

IPP
geomagnetic

latitude

IPP
geomagnetic
longitude

TIR 8.24°N 77.50°E 0.23°S 150.46°E
KOP 15.77°N 74.15°E 7.51°N 147.85°E
MUM 18.03°N 72.82°E 9.87°N 146.78°E
ALD 23.75°N 80.90°E 14.88°N 155.00°E

Note. IPP = ionospheric penetration point.
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scintillations are recorded near the dip equator in both cases. Bhattacharyya et al. (2017) have attributed this
to an EPB being more structured on the topside of the equatorial F layer than near the equatorial F region
peak. Thus, irregularities that are capable of producing L‐band scintillations are mapped from the equatorial
topside to off‐equatorial F‐peak regions. On the other hand, near the equatorial F region peak, the
intermediate scale irregularity spectrum is too steep to give rise to significant L‐band scintillations.

On 13 March, L‐band scintillations with S4 exceeding 0.5 are recorded for signal paths with IPPs at 300 km
having a geomagnetic latitude of about 15°N, in the 75–80°E longitude zone. The irregularities at an altitude
of 300 km producing these scintillations would map down from an altitude of about 780 km above the dip
equator. On 20 March, no L‐band scintillations were recorded for these signal paths. In fact, L‐band scintil-
lations were not recorded for signal paths with IPPs beyond 11.5°N in the 75–80°E longitude zone on 20
March. The irregularities at an altitude of 300 km and geomagnetic latitude 11.5°N that produce L‐band scin-
tillations would map down from an altitude of about 570 km above the dip equator. These observations sug-
gest that over the dip equator, EPBs rose to an altitude of about 780 km on 13March as compared to ~570 km
on 20 March. Also, Figure 7 shows that L‐band scintillations were recorded on signal paths with IPPs in the
85–90°E longitude zone on 13 March, which is not the case on 20 March.

On the night of 18–19 March, scintillations were observed on the VHF signal recorded at the four VHF sta-
tions, only during post‐midnight period (not shown here). These VHF scintillations were produced by irre-
gularities generated elsewhere, which had drifted into the path of the received signals, and shorter scale
irregularities required to produce scintillations on an L‐band signal were not present as they would have
decayed. Hence, no L‐band scintillations were recorded on this night. On 19 March, neither L‐band nor
VHF scintillations were observed. As noted earlier, on 18 and 19 March, the PRE of the zonal eastward

Figure 5. Variation of S4‐index with IST for scintillations on the 251 MHz signal transmitted from geostationary satellite
UFO and recorded at all four VHF receiver stations on (a) 13 March 2015 and (b) 20 March 2015. Geographic coordinates
and geomagnetic latitude of the IPPs of the signal paths at 300 km altitude, in each case, are indicated in the figures.
IST = Indian Standard Time; IPP = ionospheric penetration point.
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electric field over the equatorial station Tirunelveli was opposed by westward DDEF, so that h'F for both
these nights remained below 300 km. Therefore, absence of L‐band scintillations on these two nights is in
agreement with the past observations of the effect of height of the post‐sunset equatorial F region on the
growth and evolution of EPBs (Bhattacharyya et al., 2017; Fejer et al., 1999). However, heights of the
equatorial F region during post‐sunset hours on 13 and 20 March are not significantly different as can be
seen from Figure 3c. Yet there is a marked difference in the latitudinal distribution of scintillations. The
possibility of other ambient conditions influencing the evolution of EPBs is explored in the next section.

4. Role of Ambient Conditions in Evolution of EPBs

Background plasma distributions in the region of interest on 13 and 20March 2015 are compared in Figure 8,
where vertical total electron content (VTEC), computed fromGNSS signals recorded atfive stations located at
different geomagnetic latitudes in the 76.9–79.1°E longitudinal belt, are plotted for these 2 days. Once
again, data used to estimate VTEC is restricted to those signal paths which have an elevation angle
≥55°. NGP station has a GNSS receiver while the other stations shown in Figure 8 have GPS receivers.
Consequently many more signals are recorded at NGP than at the other stations, resulting in a noisy plot
for NGP (second plot from bottom). Also at NGP station, during certain time intervals, all the signals
received have an elevation angle less than 55°. This has caused the two data gaps seen in the second plot
from bottom in Figure 8. As can be seen, temporal variation of VTEC on these 2 days is not very different
at all locations except that at a geomagnetic latitude of 16.27°N, where VTEC is enhanced during 09–
12 UT (14:30–17:30 IST) on 20 March as compared to 13 March 2015, possibly due to PPEF present at

Figure 6. Variation of S4‐index with IST for scintillations on the 1.575 GHz signal transmitted from geostationary satellite
GSAT‐10 and recorded at L‐band receiver stations on (a) 13 March 2015 and (b) 20 March 2015. For all the stations
represented in this plot, the signal path elevation angle is not less than 55°. Geographic coordinates and geomagnetic
latitude of the IPPs of the signal paths at 300 km altitude, in each case, are indicated in the figures. IST = Indian Standard
Time; IPP = ionospheric penetration point.
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the dip equator a few hours earlier, which gave rise to a stronger EEJ on 20 March, as noted before.
Around sunset, VTEC over the equatorial station, Tirunelveli, is nearly the same on 13 and 20 March
2015. Presence of EPBs is seen in the VTEC plots up to a geomagnetic latitude of 8.58°N on both
nights. VTEC maps at 14 UT (19:30 IST) on both days, based on Global Ionospheric Maps generated
by JPL, are shown in the top and middle panels of Figure 9. The box outlined in red shows the region
between 70–90°E longitude and 5–30°N latitude, from where scintillation measurements have been
used here. From the bottom panel of this figure, which shows the contours of the difference in VTEC
at 19:30 IST on the 2 days, it is seen that at this hour, the difference between VTEC on 20 and 13
March at the locations of interest is within ±5 total electron content unit, 1 TECU = 1016 electron per
square meter. This observation together with the nearly same h'F around sunset on the 2 days

Figure 7. Spatial and temporal variation of L‐band scintillations recorded for all visible GNSS satellites during periods when the signal path elevation angle is not
less than 55°. Circles of different colors and sizes indicate the level of 5‐min averages of L‐band S4‐indices computed along the tracks of ionospheric penetration
points at 300 km altitude for each satellite: (a) on 13 March 2015 and (b) on 20 March 2015. Four different levels of S4 are shown: (1) blue circles for 0.15 ≤
S4 ≤ 0.25 ; (2) green circles for 0.25 ≤ S4 ≤ 0.35 ; (3) red circles for 0.35 ≤ S4 ≤ 0.5 ; (4) black circles for S4 > 0.5 . Locations of the ionospheric
penetration points at 300 km altitude for the VHF signal recorded at the four VHF stations are marked by triangles. Geomagnetic latitudes are displayed as mauve
lines with the corresponding geomagnetic latitudes at 90°E longitude marked on the right‐hand side axis. IST = Indian Standard Time.
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(Figure 3c) indicate that at 19:30 IST, the zonal electric field as well as
thermospheric winds may not be significantly different on these 2 days.

Importance of the post‐sunset height of the equatorial F region in the
growth of the EPB arises from the role played by ion‐neutral collisions
in the growth of the R‐T instability. As the ion‐neutral collision frequency,
νin, decreases rapidly with height due to the nearly exponential decrease
in neutral density, a higher altitude of the post‐sunset bottomside equator-
ial F layer causes a more rapid growth of the R‐T instability and hence of
an EPB in the initial, linear phase. In the present study, emphasis is on the
rise of EPBs and development of structure in EPBs, which happens in the
nonlinear phase of evolution of an EPB when it also reaches the linearly
stable topside of the equatorial F layer. In previous work (Bhattacharyya
et al., 2017) it has been shown that as a result of the St. Patrick's Day mag-
netic storm, peak h'F after sunset on 17 March 2015 was 150 km higher
than that on 13 March 2015. As a result, the maximum height that the
EPBs reached above the geomagnetic equator on 17 March was about
300 km higher than that on 13 March. The height of the post‐sunset bot-
tomside equatorial F layer on 20 March is just 10 km lower than that on
13 March. This difference in peak h'F is not expected to give rise to a
210‐km difference in the maximum height reached by the EPBs over the
geomagnetic equator on the 2 days, if thermospheric conditions are the
same on 13 and 20 March. However, a significant difference in the growth
rate of the R‐T instability can still arise if the neutral density at this height
differs substantially on the 2 days. This is so because the ion‐neutral colli-
sion frequency is proportional to the neutral density. With atomic oxygen
as the dominant neutral component and O+ as the dominant ion species
at the heights of interest, the ion‐neutral collision frequency, in second
inverse is given by (Schunk & Nagy, 2000)

υin ¼ 3:67 × 10−11 n Oð ÞT1=2
r 1 − 0:064 log10Trð Þ2; (1)

where Tr = (Ti + Tn)/2, Ti and Tn being the ion and neutral tempera-
tures, respectively. Any changes in Ti and Tnwould also contribute to var-
iation in νin between the 2 days. As discussed in the next section, the
maximum height to which the EPBs rise above the dip equator may also
be substantially affected due to this factor. This would result in different
latitudinal distributions of VHF and L‐band scintillations observed on
the 2 days. Given the changes in the thermosphere caused by the geomag-
netic storm of 17 March 2015 and subsequent magnetic activity, consider-
able differences in the thermosphere are expected between 13 and 20
March. In the absence of thermospheric data, thermospheric densities
on these 2 days are compared on the basis of model calculations. The
Coupled Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Plasmasphere, and
Electrodynamics (CTIPe) model (Fuller‐Rowell et al., 1996; Millward
et al., 1996) is used for this purpose. This model has provided insights into
various processes that determine the response of the thermosphere and
ionosphere at different latitudes, to magnetic storms in their early and late
phases (Fuller‐Rowell et al., 2007; Fuller‐Rowell, 2011). Of the four dis-
tinct components of CTIPe, which are fully coupled with respect to
energy, momentum, and continuity, the thermospheric code yields the
wind vector, temperature, and number density of the three major neutral
species O, O2, N2, and mean molecular mass. High latitude convection
electric field required as input to CTIPe is obtained from the Weimer
(2005) model driven by solar wind parameters including the IMF. For

Figure 8. Temporal variation of VTEC on 13 and 20 March 2015 at a chain
of stations extending in geomagnetic latitude from 0.2 to 16.3°N, in the
geographic longitude range of 76.9–79.1°E. IST = Indian Standard Time;
VTEC = vertical total electron content; TECU = total electron content unit,
1 TECU = 1016 electron per square meter.
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the 2015 CTIPe simulation results presented here, 1‐min hemispheric
power input is obtained from inferred values based on correlations of
Advanced Composition Explorer measurements with NOAA POES hemi-
spheric power data (Codrescu et al., 2012). For the thermospheric output,
latitude resolution is 2°, longitude resolution is 18°, and in the vertical
direction the output is available at 15 levels in logarithm of pressure from
lower boundary of 1 Pa at about 80 km altitude. The neutral atmosphere
density, composition, and wind response in CTIPe has been validated
comprehensively for past storms (e.g., Codrescu et al., 2012; Fedrizzi
et al., 2012; Fuller‐Rowell et al., 2007, 2008; Negrea et al., 2012).
Figure 10 shows the simulated number density of atomic oxygen at an alti-
tude of 250 km at 14 UT on 13 and 20March 2015. The low‐latitude region
in the Indian longitude zone is marked by the box outlined in blue in the
figures. In this region, simulated atomic oxygen number density at an alti-
tude of 250 km at 14 UT (19:30 IST) is about 13–22% higher on 20March as
compared to 13 March 2015. Simulated altitude profiles of atomic oxygen
number density above the dip equator at 77.8°E at 14 UT on 13 and 20
March 2015 are shown in Figure 11a. The estimated number density of
atomic oxygen is higher on 20 March as compared to 13 March through-
out the range of heights shown in Figure 11a, with the difference decreas-
ing with height. At a height of 420 km, the model values of atomic oxygen
number density are 3.53 × 1013 and 4.15 × 1013 m−3, respectively, on 13
and 20 March, showing an increase of 17% in the post‐storm period.
Simulated ion and neutral temperature profiles for the 2 days are shown
in Figure 11b. Changes in Ti and Tn are negligible. Ion neutral collision
frequency profiles for 13 and 20 March computed using CTIPe results
and equation (1) are shown in Figure 11c. Possible effect of the increase
in νin on 20 March as compared to 13 March on the development of
EPBs is discussed in the next section.

5. Discussion

Results presented in the previous sections compare the ionospheric con-
ditions prevailing on 2 days in March 2015: 13 March, which is a quiet
day before the St. Patrick's Day magnetic storm of 17 March 2015, and
20 March, which is well into the recovery phase of the storm.
Although 20 March is not entirely a quiet day, the EEJ at TIR on this

day shows no effects of the disturbance dynamo which was active on 18 and 19 March. The post‐sunset
conditions in the equatorial and low‐latitude ionosphere on 20 March are also not significantly different
from those prevailing on 13 March. Following the PRE of the eastward electric field present post‐sunset,
h'F over the dip equator at 77.5°E on both days reaches a maximum of about 400 km around the same
time, and after the reversal of the zonal electric field to westward, the descent of the ionosphere also take
place at a similar rate on both nights. Scintillations occur on both nights, on a 251 MHz signal transmitted
from a geostationary satellite and recorded by three receivers for which the IPPs of the signal path have
geomagnetic latitudes of 0.23, 7.51, and 9.87°N (see Table 1). However, for the fourth receiver, for which
the IPP of the signal path is at 14.88°N, moderate VHF scintillations are recorded only on 13 March, with
the S4‐index maintaining a value of about 0.5 for approximately 30 min. From Figure 5 it is seen that VHF
scintillations recorded at the equatorial station (TIR) and also the off‐equatorial stations (KOP and MUM)
last longer by at least an hour on 20 March as compared to 13 March, which indicates that favorable con-
ditions for growth may have existed further west of the observing locations on 20 March, and the EPBs
generated there continued to drift eastward and came into the path of the VHF signals received at TIR,
KOP, and MUM at a later time on 20 March thus increasing the duration of recorded scintillations at these
locations in comparison with 13 March. With the available data, it is only possible to compare the iono-
spheric conditions over the equatorial region in the neighborhood of 77.5°E longitude on 13 and 20

Figure 9. Distribution of VTEC at 14 UT (19:30 IST) on 13 March 2015 (top)
and 20 March 2015 (middle). Distribution of the difference in VTEC
between 20 and 13 March 2015 at 14 UT is shown in the bottom panel. Box
outlined in red shows the region between 70–90°E longitude and 5–30°N
latitude. Black curve is the dip equator. IST = Indian Standard Time;
VTEC = vertical total electron content; TECU = total electron content unit,
1 TECU = 1016 electron per square meter.
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March. Hence in this paper, the focus is on the latitudinal distribution of
scintillations around this longitude. It is clear from Figure 5 that on 20
March EPBs generated over the dip equator after sunset, in the 72–
81°E longitude region, did not reach an altitude of about 770 km in
the equatorial region. Thus, the irregularities did not map to an altitude
of 300 km at a geomagnetic latitude of 14.88°N in this longitude zone.
This is the location of the IPP for the 251 MHz signal recorded at station
ALD, where no VHF scintillations were observed on 20 March. This
result is corroborated by observations from a network of L‐band recei-
vers. IPPs of the signals from various satellites recorded by the L‐band
receivers give a good coverage of the region.

It is to be noted that maximum contribution to the observed amplitude
scintillations comes from the region of the peak of the F layer where ΔN
would be the largest due to the maximum in background electron density.
Figure 6 shows that L‐band scintillations are insignificant at the dip equa-
torial location on 13 March as well as 20 March, although strong VHF
scintillations were recorded here on both nights. It has been suggested
that this commonly observed phenomenon may be due to the EPB over
the dip equator being more structured on the topside than near the equa-
torial F‐peak (Bhattacharyya et al., 2017). This would imply that a few
hundred meter scale size irregularities responsible for producing L‐band
scintillations are only present in the equatorial topside where the back-
ground electron density is low. These equatorial topside irregularities

map down to the F region peak at off‐equatorial latitudes. There is also a latitudinal gradient in the back-
ground electron density due to the presence of the equatorial ionization anomaly on both days. This also
contributes to L‐band scintillations being stronger at a geomagnetic latitude of 11.25°N than at 7.61°N on
both the days. IPP for the higher latitude station (NGP) is only 0.76° east of that for the lower latitude station
(HYD). However, on both days, L‐band scintillations occurred first at the lower latitude station. Occurrence
of L‐band scintillation‐producing irregularities at 300 km altitude at a geomagnetic latitude of 7.61°N
requires that an EPB reaches the height of about 420 km above the dip equator. For these irregularities to
occur at the same height at a geomagnetic latitude of 11.25°N would require that the EPB reaches a height
of about 560 km above the dip equator. This may introduce a delay of a few minutes in the initial occurrence
of scintillations at the northern location (NGP) as seen on 20March. At a later time, scintillations observed at
this location would be due to irregularities drifting in from the west. It is clear from Figure 6 that on 13
March the EPBs encountered by the signal recorded at the lower latitude station, HYD, produced the second
and third patches of L‐band scintillations recorded here. However, these EPBs did not reach a height of
560 km above the dip equator. Consequently, they did not map down to the IPP for the northern station
NGP. The same holds for the last two patches of scintillations recorded at HYD on 20 March. Most impor-
tantly, on 13 March, the signal from GSAT‐10 encounters irregularities of a few hundred meter scale size,
at an altitude of ~300 km at a geomagnetic latitude of 14.86°N. On 20 March, no such irregularities are pre-
sent around this location to cause scintillations on the L‐band signal recorded at the station KHJ. The picture
becomes clearer in Figure 7. Here the presence of irregularities that produce L‐band scintillations on
GPS/GNSS signals recorded at a network of receivers are displayed at corresponding IPP locations at
300 km altitude for different time intervals. Late evolution of irregularities of few hundred meters scale size
in the 75–80°E longitudinal belt on 20 March as compared to 13 March is evident in this figure. While such
irregularities are present at a geomagnetic latitude of about 15°N on 13March, they are not present beyond a
geomagnetic latitude of 11.5°N on 20 March. Thus, the EPBs associated with the irregularities attained a
height of ~780 km above the dip equator on 13 March, whereas they only rose to a height of ~570 km above
the dip equator on 20 March.

In an earlier paper (Bhattacharyya et al., 2017), vertical extent of EPBs above the dip equator was found to
increase significantly with an increase in the post‐sunset h'F. In the present case, it has been noted that post‐
sunset h'F is nearly the same for 13 and 20 March 2015. Thus, it is necessary to consider other factors that

Figure 10. CTIPe simulated distribution of atomic oxygen number density
at an altitude of 250 km at 14 UT (19:30 IST) on 13 March 2015 (top) and
20 March 2015 (bottom). Box outlined in blue shows the region between 70–
90°E longitude and 5–30°N latitude. CTIPe = Coupled Thermosphere,
Ionosphere, Plasmasphere, and Electrodynamics.
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control the vertical extent of an EPB above the dip equator. According to a
linear theory (Ossakow & Chaturvedi, 1978), the magnitude of the initial
rise velocity of an EPB over the dip equator is given by

V ¼ ΔN
N0

g
νin

þ cE0

B

� �
; (2)

where ΔN/N0 is the magnitude of fractional depletion of plasma density
inside the EPB, νin is the ion‐neutral collision frequency, E0 is an ambient
eastward electric field, and B is the geomagnetic field. In this equation g is
the acceleration due to gravity and c is the velocity of light. This expres-
sion indicates that on a day with a significantly higher concentration of
atomic oxygen over the dip equator, resulting in a higher νin, the initial
EPB rise velocity may be smaller. However, to seek an answer to the ques-
tion of when an EPB stops rising, simulation of the nonlinear evolution of
EPBs has to be carried out. Krall et al. (2010) have reported the results of
such a study using the Naval Research Laboratory three‐dimensional code
SAMI3/ESF. They found that EPBs stop rising when the magnetic flux
tube‐integrated ion mass density inside the bubble equals that of the sur-
rounding background ionosphere. The background ionosphere itself is
not static and starts descending once the equatorial electric field becomes
westward. For 2 days with similar rate of descent of the background iono-
sphere from the same maximum height, the height at which an EPB stops
rising may still be different. On the day with a smaller rise velocity of an
EPB, the magnetic flux tube‐integrated ion mass density inside the bubble
would equal that of the surrounding background ionosphere when the
EPB is at a lower height. Thus, the EPB would stop rising at a lower height
compared to the other day. This scenario may explain the difference in the
maximum height attained by EPBs on 13 March 2015, which is a magne-
tically quiet day and on 20 March 2015. On 20 March, concentration of
atomic oxygen was significantly larger as a result of magnetic activity in
the preceding days.

6. Conclusion

Recent efforts to explain the day‐to‐day variability in the observations of L‐band scintillations at equator-
ial and low‐latitude stations (e.g., Carter, Yizengaw, et al., 2014,Carter, Retterer, Yizengaw, Groves, et al.,
2014,Carter, Retterer, Yizengaw, Wiens, et al., 2014) have been based on a flux tube‐integrated linear
growth rate of the R‐T instability (Sultan, 1996). In these studies, TIEGCM has been used to model
the ionosphere‐thermosphere and estimate the parameters that appear in the linear growth rate of the
R‐T instability. From these investigations, the PRE of the upward plasma drift of the equatorial F region
has emerged as the most important driver of the day‐to‐day variability in EPB occurrence. In many stu-
dies of the effect of geomagnetic storms on EPB occurrence, it has been found that presence of a
promptly penetrated zonal electric field or such an electric field arising from a disturbance dynamo asso-
ciated with magnetic activity are factors that control the occurrence of EPBs. However, there have been
no studies of the effect of thermospheric conditions on the nonlinear evolution of EPBs. In the present
paper it is shown that observations of L‐band scintillations at off‐equatorial locations cannot be
explained only on the basis of the linear growth rate of the R‐T instability on the bottomside of the equa-
torial ionosphere. Thermospheric changes in the dip equatorial region during the recovery phase of a
magnetic storm may significantly affect the evolution of EPBs. It is found that changes in the concentra-
tion of atomic oxygen, the dominant neutral species present in the F region, in the aftermath of a storm,
affects the maximum height to which an EPB rises. In the case study presented here, 2 days are consid-
ered with nearly the same background ionospheric conditions. On a day with significantly enhanced
concentration of atomic oxygen, resulting in an increased ion‐neutral collision frequency, not only is
the growth rate of an EPB impacted but more importantly the maximum height to which an EPB can

Figure 11. CTIPe simulated altitude profiles of (a) atomic oxygen number
density and (b) ion and neutral temperatures; above the dip equator at
77.8°E at 14 UT on 13 and 20March 2015. (c) Profiles of ion‐neutral collision
frequency above the dip equator at 77.8°E at 14 UT on 13 and 20March 2015
computed using the CTIPe simulation results. CTIPe = Coupled
Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Plasmasphere, and Electrodynamics;
IST = Indian Standard Time.
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rise is curtailed. This is directly linked with the occurrence of L‐band scintillations at off‐
equatorial latitudes.
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